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All Schreyer Scholars are required to complete an undergraduate honors thesis. This work represents the culmination of
a student's honors experience. Through.

If using display pages, the number of the display page should appear in the table of contents. In this case, the
required approvals are the thesis supervisor and the Scholar's current honors adviser in the major. Try to avoid
typing a heading near the bottom of a page unless there is room for at least two lines of text following the
heading. Acknowledgements Optional Acknowledgments are not a required component of an honors thesis.
Force yourself to recraft your inquiry question as a how or what question. You can earn HPA H credits in the
spring, fall, or summer. Art-integrated social studies is concerned with how to apply art history, art criticism,
and aesthetics to historical study. Plan Ahead Think ahead, preferably well before the time of your thesis
proposal, about what your thesis work will mean for your senior year schedule. Thesis Funding The financial
viability of honors thesis research and creative activity across the University depends on most students either
not having significant expenses, or having those expenses met within their department or lab: either through
actual funding money to the student or through the department or lab assuming the expenses. Professional
Titles of Signers Be sure all signers are identified by their correct professional titles. How do I get honors
credits for my thesis work? Research-Oriented Majors You should avoid the temptation to stick with your first
lab placement merely out of convenience if the topic is not interesting to you. There are separate guides for the
more formal aspects of thesis formatting and submission. Unique to the College of Education are courses that
are designed to support Schreyer Scholars in their undergraduate research. There is no page number
requirement for an honors thesis but the length must be acceptable to your thesis mentor. Dodd, C. Many of
the better inquiry-based projects have ended in just such a way. Failure to meet the specified deadlines will
result in graduation from Penn State without honors. Abstract This is a one-paragraph summary of the content
of your thesis that identifies concisely the content of the thesis manuscript and important results of your
project. The "official" copy of the Honors Thesis is the electronic file eHT , and this is the copy that will be on
file with the University Libraries. Campuses outside University Park should all have local resources for
writing improvement.


